
Late Shift offers new ways to explore the Gallery after hours and socialise 
after work. Every week on Thursdays and Fridays until 21.00 you can 

enjoy art, music, drinks, talks, tours and workshops.  
Tonight is the first of our quarterly Late Shift Extra nights, when the Gallery 

will put on an extra-special programme of events and stay open until 22.00. 

To find out more about Late Shift visit www.npg.org.uk/lateshift  
join our enewsletter or follow us on Facebook or Twitter

FRIDAY 14 MAY
18.00–21.50 
THE NASHA EXPERIENCE
Main Hall

Critically acclaimed Ges-e, one half of the Nasha Experience, began his career in 
the nineties playing dance music by spinning tunes at local parties in and around 

Brick Lane. As a DJ his love of underground dance music, Kawali and classical 
Indian music combined to create his own unique sound. Hear it here in the  
Main Hall interspersed with live music.

18.00, 18.30, 19.00, 19.30, 20.00, 20.30 
GORGEOUS GARLANDS
IT Gallery

Free workshop led by Anita Chaudhary and Namrita Manghnani 
Make your own garland with bells and paper flowers inspired by The Indian Portrait 
exhibition in this hands-on workshop. Using decorative cord and bells sourced from 

India you will make traditional authentic Indian garlands. 
Free tickets available from the ticket desk. Tickets limited to 2 per person.

18.30–19.00 
NATHAN ‘FLUTEBOX’ LEE LIVE
Main Hall

With his trademark live FLUTEBOXING beatboxing and playing the flute at the same time 
Nathan ‘Flutebox’ Lee’s explosive blend unites hip hop, drum ‘n’ bass and ragga beats 

with Indian classical, jazz and funk melodies, playing tonight with beatboxer Wandan and 
tabla player Hanif Khan.  

19.00 AND 20.00 
COLLECTION CONNECTIONS TOUR
Meet at top of escalator in Main Hall

Liz Rideal, artist, leads a tour of the Collection selecting works relating to those contained in 
The Indian Portrait exhibition finding points of comparison in content, composition and style 

and drawing similarities across continents and cultures.

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE

INDIA 
NOIR
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INDIA NOIR
ASSOCIATED EVENT
21–22 MAY 2010 

Portraiture in South Asia 
Conference
School of Oriental and  
African Studies (SOAS)
Tickets: £50
£40 concessions
£20 students

19.00–20.00 
FROM THE DARK SIDE: INDIAN CRIME FICTION
Ondaatje Wing Theatre

Each day, Indian newspapers are full of alarming stories of 
unmitigated corruption, daylight robbery and contract killings  

– indications of the increasing disparity between rich and poor in the 
world’s largest democracy.

The legendary cities of Delhi and Calcutta provide fertile ground these 
tales of darkness. Glen Peters (Mrs D’Silva’s Detective Instincts and the 

Shaitan of Calcutta), Hirsh Sawhney (ed. Delhi Noir) discuss their writing, 
the burgeoning Asian detective genre and the side of the “new India” 
that defies our romantic stereotypes with crime writer Cathi Unsworth.

19.15–19.45 
SWATI NATEKAR
Main Hall

From a family of renowned musicians, Swati has a flair for Ghazal singing  
– one of the most delicate and difficult domains of traditional music.  

Tonight Swati is perfoming with her fusion group.

19.30 AND 20.15
NOIR STORYTELLING 
Taking place in the Studio Gallery

An evening of Noir Stories with Seema Anand, beginning when you perfume 
your neck with jasmine, your arms with mint, your belly button with musk and 

the curve of your waist with the extract of rose.... These seductive stories promise 
to mesmerize and inspire.

20.15–21.00 
SINGH TWINS IN CONVERSATION, SUPPORTED BY ASHT
Ondaatje Wing Theatre

Contemporary artists, Amrit and Rabindra Singh discuss themes contained in their 
work from celebrity to power with reference to their exhibition in the Studio Gallery. 
They will also discuss their work in public collections which have a Sikh reference. 

The conversation will be chaired by Harbinder Singh, Honorary Director of  
Anglo Sikh Heritage Trail.

20.30
BELLS – DANCE PERFORMANCE
Across the galleries

A special, one-off performance of excerpts from Bells, specially commissioned for
India Noir from South Asian dance organisation Akademi. Originally choreographed 

by Kumudini Lakhia, Bells has been reworked with new choreography from Urja Desai 
Thakore and Amina Khayyam, honouring the Kathak traditions of South Asia. Performed 

simultaneously across many rooms and spaces by a cast consisting of Urja Desai Thakore, 
Amina Khayyam and Hanna Mannila this new choreography has been inspired by 

The Indian Portrait exhibition.

ALL EVENING
CONTEMPORARY CONNECTIONS: THE SINGH TWINS

A trail is available exploring work by the Singh Twins in relation to The Indian Portrait exhibition 
and portraits in the Gallery’s Collection. Use the trail across the Gallery and create your own
explorations and reflections.
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